
MINUTES 
Support from the Start Haddington. 

Date | time 19/04/2016 13:00| Meeting chaired by L. Pardoe 

In Attendance 

Helen Anderson, Jo Letelier-Lobos (1-2pm), Steven Wray, Ally  Fairbairn Black, Loreen Pardoe, Paula Baillie, Julie 

LaRoche, Rachael McElhinney (Clazzoo. 1-1:30) and Doug Haig from 2:10pm 

Apologies from Larraine Rettie, Liz Humphries, Aileen Doctor , Judith Warren 

Approval of Minutes 

The Minutes from March were approved. 

Clazzoo 

Rachel shared information regarding the Clazzoo Marketplace website for East Lothian, launching imminently, and 

how Users of the service could advertise groups, classes and recurring events. Testing has been carried out, the initial 

phase and version of website will be launched, but the process of evolving the website will continue using feedback 

and creativity. There is a commercial aspect, a community driven aspect and a charitable aspect. Community 

groups can nominate an Admin and details of recurring events and classes delivered free of charge can be added 

to Clazzoo free of charge. This is of use to SftS and the HV teams. Those running chargeable weekly classes and 

groups locally will have their classes included for an agreed fee. Providers will, in return, be able to access data and 

Users will find classes locally with ease. HA mentioned the Baby’s 1st Birthday meet up, baby massage and similar 

were suggested too as well as all classes on Parenting Pathways and recurring events such as Mud Day and similar 

through SftS.  

PEEP / Parenting Pathways. 

Peep Party had interest but poor turnout on the day. The parents who attended said they found the event 

‘enjoyable’ and ‘will encourage friends to come’. LP had feedback that some did not book to return as they would 

not be able to attend every week. Those who attended had not pre-booked. HA requested updated and colourful 

posters and leaflets for Health Visiting Team as they have the info but if printed by them it is only on a black and white 

printer which loses impact and appeal. LP had spent time updating all the Haddington PEEP info and so this is to be 

printed and passed to the HV by SS – with a couple of posters laminated if possible. SS to update forms required by 

Trainers and also work with them to create the Peep trainer’s files and to promote the groups effectively. All to share 

info wherever possible in many forms. JlR reiterated that it would be helpful to have all trainers in East Lothian come 

together as a group. Discussion around sharing of the Parenting Pathways, that this may be best done by Health 

Visitors when babies are between 4-6 months rather than shortly after birth. PB requested plain labels. (Will collect 

from ELC main reception). 

Action Point.  SW, SS & LP to ensure these posters and leaflets get to Health Visiting team promptly. 

  SS to work with PB to build folders of printed streams.  

  SS to share to various social media pages / sites. (Stacey Marko and Paula Baillie can advise). 

  SS to leave plain labels at reception for PB to collect (and advise PB they are there). 

  Health Visiting team to give out Sfts Parenting Pathways between 4-6 months.  

 

Raising Children With Confidence.  Home-start confirmed that they have no funding for a crèche but could possibly 

support a crèche with additional volunteer workers. Can also support with paperwork.  

Action Point. LP, JL, AC to plan for Autumn term. Meeting required to begin planning. SW to co-ordinate.  
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TinyTalk classes continuing in Haddington as are Tumble Tots and Peep.  

 

PoPP was extended to include Primary 1 aged children, but may now be extended further. (SW) 

AOB : Haddington Events and Magic in the Park day. 

Reminders: Magic in the Park day will be Friday 5th Aug – and fits wonderfully in the week of National Play Day. 

Donations from SftS were paid to Firefighters charity for previous two events supported and will return again for this 

year’s event. Interest from sports users of Neilson Park expressed. Pavilion has been booked. LR has notified LP that 

NCT will take part again and her husband can help with set up for Mud Day.  

Action Point: Times to be determined and shared.  

  Play Stations and Volunteers to be confirmed.   

 

Remainder of Meeting 

SW explained the Ketso evaluation process in context of reviewing our Action Plan for the forthcoming year. All 

attendees were invited to take part in the process and contribute their thoughts. This was carried out to the best of 

all’s ability in time remaining and the finished outcomes taken by SW to translate in to a recognisable form. A very 

engaging and interesting process.  

Action Point. SW to interpret the various “points” into format for Action Plan by next meeting in May if possible. 

More time is required at times, however our June meeting will be dedicated to planning for World Mud Day and 

Magic In the Park so feedback will be given on May 19th if possible. 

 

Next Meeting 

19/5/16 19:30 PM, Haddington Townhouse  

Diary Dates:  

Fri July 1st World Mud Day, Neilson Park  Fri Oct 7th Marketplace / Pop Up Play 

Fri Aug 5th  Magic In The Park, Neilson Park Aug/Sept Raising Children With Confidence. 


